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any revision from a Greek MS it only affected the term used to render
yevtd, not the general meaning.

The Vulgate, followed b y / translates ' than the children of light' by
filiis lucis, and instead of in HAC generatione has in generatione SUA. This
is neat and scholarly: it is like the master correcting a schoolboy's
Latin prose. But gat, Wordsworth's E, and the margin of the Echter-
nach Gospels (JP™*), have in uita sua. This very curious reading, which
agrees in general sense with the usual interpretation put upon the words
in modem times—I suppose in uita sua here means ' in their own con-
cerns '—is therefore on the one hand characteristic of an Irish-British
group, and on the other it is clearly not Old Latin at all. Neither again
is it a reading that belongs to the early type of Irish texts represented
by r, for r has in hac generatione in agreement with b against the
Vulgate.

It seemed to me worth while to discuss the Latin renderings of Lk
xvi 8 at some length, because the issues are there raised in a particularly
acute form. It may serve to shew the interest of gat, which Herr Heer
has now made accessible to his fellow-students, and it also may help in
elucidating the history of the equally important text of 3". Whatever be
thought of Dom Chapman's theories, it is probable that the key to the
history of 3» and its curious marginal notes is also the key to the early
history of the Vulgate itself. Is it possible that some of these marginal
notes were interpretative rather than textual ? In that case in uita sua
might have got into the text of gat and E by a misunderstanding, and
its proper place would be where it stands in 3>, i. e. in the margin. It
would be interesting to know who first put it there.

F. C. BURKITT.

A GOTHIC-LATIN FRAGMENT FROM ANTINOE.

DR PAUL GLAUE, of Giessen, has brought to light a fragment of
a vellum Gospel codex, the interest of which is out of all proportion to
its sire. It came out of a miscellaneous lot bought from native dealers
near Antinoe, which was handed over in 1908 to the University Library
at Giessen. When the fragment was entrusted to Dr Glaue, he recog-
nized that it had once formed part of a bilingual codex of the Gospels,
the writing on the recto being Latin, while that on the verso, the post
of honour, was not Greek as in Codex Bezae, but Gothic. It is
thus similar to the fragments (from Rom. xi-xv) known as Cod.
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Carolinus or gue, except that in gue the Gothic and the Latin columns
stand on the same page. Dr Glaue has now published the Giessen
fragment in the Zeitschrift f. mutest. Wissenschaft, Prof. Karl Helm
editing the Gothic text1

The new ' find' is unfortunately small, consisting only of the inner
upper corners of two conjugate leaves, which must have been the outer
pair of a quire. The extant portions contain :—

recto Lk. xxiii 2-6 Latin
verso xxiii 11-14 Gothic
recto xxiv 5-9 Latin
verso xxiv 13-17 Gothic,

the Latin lines being all mutilated at the end, and the Gothic lines at
the beginning. As in the case of gue, the lines are sense-lines, and the
writing may be assigned to the fifth century.

Small as the fragment is, and closely as / a n d the Vulgate agree, it is
clear that its text is akin t o / The following readings are characteristic

(a) Agreements of giess with/vg against lat. vt:—
Lk. xxiv 6* NON KS/ hie &c. =-fq vg, om. clause lat. vt

xxiv 6b
 RECORDAM;>W = / vg, memoramini ae, comm. c,

remem. bfflgr, mementote d.
xviv 8 RECORDA/O* = / vg, memoratae ade*, comm. c,

remem. be^^-fflgr.
xxiv 9 A uomvmento =fg vg, om. latvt.

(5) Agreements oi giess with/or/-latvt against vg:—
Lk. xxiii 4 PILATUS AVtem (dixit) =fadr, ait autem PiL vg befflq.

xxiii 5 INCLPIENS = / l a t v t (inchoans a), et incipiens vg = HB.
These six readings taken together give as clear a verdict about the
textual character of the Latin text of the new fragment as could possibly
be demanded.

Peculiar to giess is the insertion of quia before commouet in Lk.
xxiii 5 ( = on ivatrtUi), and perhaps also there is a coincidence with a in
xxiii 3b, where Dr Glaue thinks the half-verse begins with QUI Respondit,
but it is illegible in the photograph. In the next line it would suit the
space better to supply sacerdotes rather than principes sacerdotum. In
the Gothic text perhaps the most interesting point for the textual critic
is the rendering of ia&rjTa \a/j.vpdv (Lk. xxiii 11) by wastjom AAIRHTAIM,
i. e. ' bright vestments'. This is the rendering of kapvpfc that we should
expect from Lk. xvi 19, and shews that the Gothic was not influenced
here by the ueste alba of the Vulgate and of lat vt (exc. a cd).

1 Also separately : Dot gotach-laUtHudu BiMfragmtnt. . . von Paul Glaue and
Karl Helm, Giesaen 1910. The publication includes two very clear halftone
plates.
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A Gothic text which turns up in Egypt is indeed a curiosity. But
the main interest of this discovery is not the positive additions which it
brings to our scanty treasure of early Germanic, but the general con-
firmation which it gives to the view that Codex Brixianus {/) is not
a normal Old-Latin text, but a copy of a Gothic-Latin bilingual, such as
the Giessen fragment came from. Readers of the Journal of Theologi-
cal Studies may remember that this view was brought forward in the
first number of this JOURNAL, in the review of the Oxford Vulgate. It
has since then been generally accepted in Germany, e. g. by Kauffmann
in Kiel, and by Streitberg in his excellent edition of the remains of the
Gothic Bible and literature.1 Dr Glaue's discovery not only brings us
some new light on the Bible of the Goths; it adds also a not unim-
portant link in the chain of arguments that prove the Vulgate Gospels
to have been what St Jerome claimed them to be—a true Nouum Opus.

F. C. BURKITT.

REMNANTS OF THE LATER SYRIAC VERSIONS.

Remnants of the Later Syriac Versions of the Bible . . . edited by JOHN
GWYNN, D.D. Published for the Text and Translation Society.
(Williams & Norgate, London, 1909.)

BIBLICAL students have waited some time for this book, but
Dr Gwynn has done his work in such a way that it will not need to be
done again. We have here in the First Part a really satisfactory text of
the Four Minor Catholic Epistles (i. e. 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, Jude) in
the Philoxenian Syriac, based upon a collation of twenty MSS, together
with full Prolegomena, including a reconstruction of the Greek text
attested by this Syriac version. In the Second Part, which is really
a separate book, with separate pagination, Dr Gwynn has edited some
hitherto unpublished Extracts from the Syro-Hexaplar Version of the
LXX, comprising passages from Genesis (xxvi 36-30), Leviticus (xrvi
42-46), 1 Chronicles (extracts from i-vi, xxxiii 14-17), 2 Chronicles
(extracts from xxvi-xxxv), Nehemiah (i 1-4; ii 1-18; iv 7-9, 16—22 ;
vi 15, 16; viii 1-18; ix 1-3)—in all nearly 200 verses. Any fresh
fragment of the Syro-Hexaplar version is a real addition to our know-
ledge of Origen's epoch-making work upon the text of the Old Testament
in Greek, and Dr Gwynn deserves the thanks of Biblical scholars for

1 W. Streitberg Dit Gotucht Bibtl (1908) p. xliii ff.
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